Pre-K
This week a main focus in all of our classrooms has been dental
hygiene! The students learned about their teeth and what it means to
take care of them! We practiced our brushing skills and talked about
going to the dentist! In our Pre-K classroom, the students extended
their learning about dental hygiene and made a stamp collage on
teeth cut outs. This was a fun way to allow the children to interact with each other and
discuss what they do to keep their teeth clean!

Preschool
In our Three’s class this week Ms. Bertha worked with her
students on their writing skills. In order for children to become
confident with their writing skills they must be given enough
practice and guidance. We worked with our students to help
show them how we hold our pencils while learning the different
letter in their name. Along with enhancing their writing skills Ms.
Bertha also did a lot fun and engaging art activities with the
students! We also discussed dental hygiene this week in our Three’s class, the students
review every day how we brush our teeth: Up and down and side to side!

Two’s
Our two year olds also learned about dental hygiene with
Ms. Raquel! The children showed Ms. Raquel how they
brush their teeth during their morning gathering time! To
help make talking about dental hygiene fun the students
made teeth shaped collages! This encouraged
conversation about dental hygiene amongst the children.
They all had so much fun making their collages and showing each other how they brush
their teeth! While making their collages the children also had the opportunity to create a
big bright smile using paint and paper plates! They all showed off their bright smiles and
sparkly clean teeth!

Cuddle Bugs
Our one year olds had so much fun with Ms. Lynn this
week! Everyone worked together in super fun and
messy group art projects! Their favorite project to do
together was finger painting! They got messy and
explored mixing different colors together. To
encourage dental hygiene with our little ones we sang
songs together about brushing our teeth during circle time! Ms. Lynn also went over
body parts with the children and helped them identify where their teeth are! This is a
great way to help the littles ones get excited about brushing their teeth at home!

HAPPY FRIDAY!
Enjoy Your Weekend!
Mrs. Sara
Assistant Director

